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About This Game

Steam Developer Page : https://store.steampowered.com/curator/33919018-Ricardo-Pratas/
 Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSxrBhau34w53QACtcHMN3A?view_as=subscriber Twitter:

https://twitter.com/PratasRicardo

Not in Heaven is a Third-Person surreal adventure horror game, in which you will play as Emily, an eight year old girl.
After her mother's death, Emily's father had to raise her by himself.

One day Emily wakes up in a hospital room, the last thing she remembers is going on a road trip with her dad.
Help Emily find her father, the problem is, when you try to exit that hospital room, you find something you are not

expecting...

Key features:

-Third Person perspective
-Puzzle solving

-Intense Horror Atmosphere
-You are a child, you are helpless against any threat

-Xbox360 Controller
-Pleasant Graphics

-Optimized Graphics- You can play at a steady 60FPS in 4K using a GTX 680 for example
-Original Soundtrack

-A touching and scary story
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Note on Partial Controller Support: After navigating the Launcher that appears when starting the game with a
keyboard and mouse, Not in Heaven has full controller support within the game itself
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Title: Not in Heaven
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Ricardo Pratas
Publisher:
Ricardo Pratas
Release Date: 31 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Xp, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Dual-Core Processor with at least 2.00 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 550 ti or AMD equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,German,Russian
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1\/10
Really bad. Poor graphics and sound. Monsters move like sprites out of early Wolfenstein games. Avoid.. As others have said,
this is pretty much a reskin of Kingdom Rush with more modern units and towers. As far as I can tell (5 or 6 levels in) there is
no option to speed up the game which makes it nearly unbearable to play. The hero controls feel clunky as well.

If speed controls were added to let me go at least 3x as fast I would give a better review that said if you liked Kingdom Rush you
won't hate this.. Celica, CElica, CELICA, so easy to drive...and that turbo wirl :))) Maserati is a joy to push hard, the rest you
have to try yourself .... very pleasing pack handling\/audio...a JOY :). Simply the best BR out there. It even has red pandas in it. I
promise I'm not biased.. A little old but very nice. Took over, in spirit, where the original XCOM left off. I really like the
customizable soldiers, weapons and armour. I really like the ability to alter and adapt soldier load out.. This game is really
brilliant in its approach to commenting on high stakes testing in schools. Sadly, the fun and even some of the message are lost in
an overly-complex game design that requires constant micro-managing of teachers and even individual students; for this reason,
I didn't even play beyond the first couple of schools because each one became bigger, and the prospect of constantly pausing to
zoom in and use an action on a specific student was too daunting to keep playing. Of course, even that's part of the message; it's
hard to design curriculum around individual students, why not just turn them into pineapples?!. Ok, I just finished the game.
NOW WOT? GUYS! I'AM SORRY! SORRY! BUT I NEED LET OUT OF MY ANGER ON SOMEBODY! WHO GONNA
PAY THE PRICE!?. In the space only Captain Bayback and his Gravity Badgers can stop the forces of gravity.
You are a skunk in space who has to save his friends and universe from Worms.

So what can i say about this game:
This is a physics-based puzzle game, where you have a character with a jet-pack.
everbody says that it is like angry birds but that people are mongols.
There are 140 levels and 5 episodes+bonus episode.
First 3 bosses were easy then last 2 bosses were hard.
It has AWSOME SOUNDTRACKS!!!

The only thing why this game isn t that good,because it is poorly made and mechanics not that good.
If they invested some effort in this game,it would be a better game.
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Super fun, good controls, but two gripes.

Optimize it, I want to actually play it.

Give us pitch controls and turn controls.. Good lord this game is way much more fun than I ever could have imagined. I
absolutely love this developers previous game (Unloved) but this one just didn't look as good judging by the gameplay and
screenshots but MAN was I wrong! This game is so addictive that I'm pretty sure the 8 hours I've played so far were completely
in a row with no breaks. The action is very fast paced, the shooting is in third person, there are several RPG elements in place,
and it's just super fun to play. And that's what's really most important. If you like old school shooters like Doom or even the new
Doom, Wolfenstein, etc. I think you will find a TON to love with this title. There is SO much replayability that I just can't stop
playing it. My new addiction has a name. And it's name is Dimension Drifter.

I've started a Youtube series for tihs game if you want to see what some of the gameplay looks like. I recorded like 15 episodes
or something ridiculous so this series will be slowly updated over time:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=FD0lYOjhMy4&list=PL08FwntTpxPABlZ6B_iUnOYMXZgt3ajxM. Zombie Driver HD
Apocalypse Pack. Such a cool game! Challenging, good looking, awesome soundtrack and I love the robo-arm! <3. So, this is
another casual gem-matching game, and the basic mechanics of the game are perfectly fine. Nothing spectacular or innovative
about it, but reasonably competent. If this was it, and it didn't have its game breaking bugs (see below), I'd have given the game
a thumbs up. Not a very enthusiastic thumbs up, but still a thumbs up.

What ruins things for me with the game are two things. First of all, bugs. Or rather, a bug. On multiple occasions, when just
having finishing a level, and in fact while the Level complete! message is dropping down from the top of the game, it just stops. It's
not frozen, per se, because the animations of gems etc keep running happily, but the message stops in the middle of falling, and then
nothing more happens. Fine, you say - I accidentally hit the pause key or something - and the first time around, this is what I
thought, too. Except, the keyboard was nowhere near me at the time. And nothing I could think of to do would make the game
resume. Eventually, I ended up having to kill it.

Sure, I can re-start the game, redo the level and be on my way, but it's annoying. When it happens again, and again, and again, it
goes beyond annoying, however.

The second thing that ruins thing for me is... the story. Now, a game like this doesn't really need a story. It's abstract enough that
trying to fit the game play into a narrative is going to be contrived, at best, but I have to agree that one or two similar games have
managed to integrate a story of sorts in ways that not only doesn't detract from the game, but actually add to it in a small way.

This, however, is not one of them. While it is possible, and not too time and click-consuming to get past the story elements, they feel
decidedly "glued on" and redundant, and as you advance through levels, more and more of an annoyance. Then, at some point,
they just stop, as if the developers, too, figured that they added nothing and just were something people would click past without
caring about. A speed bump, if you will. After this, the story makes intermittent returns, but those just serve to underline how
redundant and detached from the actual game the story really is.

So, in conclusion - the actual core game is OK, but seeing as how there are tons of similar games out there that both implement the
core game better (and without game breaking bugs), as well as provide a better context for the game, there really is no compelling
reason to bother with this one.
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